Callmedia Contact Centre
Assistant Suite
Your customers are changing – they are better
informed, more discerning and less willing to
accept the status quo.
If you’re not meeting customer requirements or
delivering a negative contact centre experience, you
can find yourself at a serious competitive disadvantage.
It’s therefore vital that your customers find your contact
centre experience positive, responsive, accessible and
efficient if you want to keep them satisfied and retain or
win their business.
Your agents are your most important resource in
delivering a high quality customer experience, and you
must ensure they are equipped with the right tools to
accomplish this level of service in every interaction.
Contact Centre Assistance Suite (CCAS) brings together
a range of applications that enhance the performance
of your Avaya Elite contact centre and your customer
interactions. Working seamlessly with Avaya’s worldclass contact centre solution, there’s no need to
compromise in order to deliver the next-generation
contact centre applications to your agents.

Unique solutions to meet your challenges
CCAS is easy to deploy and implement, and works
across any Avaya handsets or softphones.
AuAvaya Aura® Call Center Elite is a robust, proven and
scalable contact centre solution. CCAS enhances and
extends this to deliver next-generation contact centre
applications without compromise.

Callmedia is a specialist
division within Maintel,
with over 15 years’
experience of delivering
innovative contact
centre solutions and
communications
technology to UK
organisations. We
have a dedicated
development and
integration team which
are highly experienced
and accredited with
leading technology
vendors, across all
aspects of the contact
centre.

It’s often difficult to ensure agents are Interaction director
communicating effectively with your
CCAS interaction director gets customers
customers because of the complexity of the
to the right place, the first time, every time
tools they use.
based on your business data and criteria.
CCAS is built to meet this challenge. The
Interaction director is a toolkit application
intuitive, time saving agent toolbar enables
that allows you to make dynamic routing
users to hosts to complete common tasks on
decisions for inbound tasks as they enter
a centralised, accessible location – helping
your contact centre based on the result of
to save time and streamline customer
a database query to identify and direct the
interactions.
task to the appropriate place.
Building on over ten years’ experience in
This allows organisations to move tasks to
delivering proven contact centre toolbar
the most suitable resource as quickly as
applications, the CCAS agent toolbar
possible, based on standard task information
delivers:
presented to the Avaya Communications
• Intuitive tabs interface for scripting and Manager phone system (CLI, DDI and
application integration
custom user-to-user information UUI).
• Queue branding to help outsourced or
multi-brand contact centres
CCAS interaction director
• Integrated callback manager interface
offering a real-time personal wallboard
gets customers to the right
for agent statistics
place, first time, every time
• Multiple-line appearance interface for
more effective collaboration between
based on your own business
users, queues and external contacts
data and criteria.
• Outcome codes to drive effective
information management
• Unified phone directory with personal
and queue favourites and click-to-dial
CCAS interaction director has two main
functionality.
components:

Integration toolkit

CCAS comes with an open standards
integration toolkit that delivers fast, effective
integration into both front-end applications
and back-end processes.
Working seamlessly in conjunction with the
agent toolbar the integration toolkit makes it
much easier to implement screen-pop and
voice and data transfers, which can
significantly reduce call duration and
consequently increase customer satisfaction.
The integration toolkit is free to use, and
helps you to be as agile as you need to be.

• Interaction director toolkit, part of
the standard CCAS integration toolkit
family
• Professional services
CCAS interaction director provides an open
interface for integration and configuration
as standard, and as such the professional
services component is not mandatory.
The professional services component
of an interaction director deployment
provides time for requirements gathering,
bespoke routing application development,
installation, testing and go-live support. This

ensures that with minimal effort you can impact from tiredness, mistakes or lack of
have advanced dynamic routing of tasks in enthusiasm during the working day. This
helps every call start off on the right foot,
your contact centre.
and gives agents valuable breathing space
to launch the rest of the interaction with the
Agent greeting
customer.
With automated agent greeting, your people
can always greet customers effectively and
Callback manager
accurately at the beginning of each call.
CCAS callback manager boosts productivity
CCAS agent greeting is designed to
and customer satisfaction while still keeping
help inbound contact centre agents by
you in control of your traffic by offering the
automatically playing a pre-recorded
option of a callback from your website,
personal greeting message at the beginning
emails, SMS, aggregator sites and social
of each call. The greeting messages are
media.
recorded by the agents themselves. This
provides significant benefits to contact Callback Manager provides an open
interface for adding tasks that are then fully
centres, including:
managed and distributed by Avaya Aura®
• A consistent, effective start to every
Call Center Elite, making them visible in
call Better branding and identity with
standard Avaya management information
multiple greetings for cross-skilled
portals (such as CMS, Performance Centre
agents
and IQ).
• No impact on call queue times when
compared to traditional agent whispers The CCAS Agent Toolbar provides a single,
• No specific handset model/softphone intuitive interface for handling all tasks
allocated to agents, regardless of media
version requirements for end users
type.
Using agent greeting means there’s no

Peak Queue Manager
CCAS peak queue manager allows you to reduce
the impact of peak queue traffic and low customer
patience by automatically offering callback times you
know your contact centre can meet.
PQM uses recorded messages and text to speech to
provide queuing customers with callback times that are
acceptable to them.
Customers are given the option to leave a short voice
message and input their telephone number to be called
back on. When callbacks are due, agents can then
listen to these messages using their standard headsets
and phones before making the call, giving them a
head start on the interaction and saving customers
from having to repeat themselves.
By configuring PQM to control available callback
timeslots based on the queue the customer is waiting in,
and by setting a maximum number of hourly Callbacks
per queue, businesses can really take control of
callbacks in the contact centre. This ensures you offer
the best possible service to callback customers with
minimal knock-on effect on call volumes and wait times.
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CCAS Callback
Manager boosts
productivity
and customer
satisfaction while
keeping you in
control of your
traffic

